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1. Introduction
The English Phonotypic Alphabet is one attempt to give the English language a phonetic
spelling and an alphabet which accomplishes this in a way that every sound is represented by a
single letter (the words "phonetic" and "sound" translate in today's language roughly as "phonemic" and "phoneme"). The English language has experienced many of such experiments; e.g.
William Bullokar's "Booke at Large" (London 1580), or Unifon (1957, http://www.unifon.org ).
Some prominent examples, having their alphabets encoded in Unicode, are Deseret and
Shavian.
The "English Phonotypic Alphabet", shortly referenced in the following as "EPA", stands out of
these numerous experiments by these facts:
• It was propagated for more than 40 years, at least from 1847 to 1888.
• It was used in one of the earliest systematic phonetic dictionaries of the English language
(see fig. 1855c–1855e).
• Besides that, there were several other thousands of pages of text published using it.
• It is closely related to the widely used Pitman Shorthand (being based on the same
phonemes, as its inventor was also one of the main contributors and propagators of EPA).
• It played a role in the history of IPA.
The EPA is an extension of the Latin alphabet, including some special punctuation marks. It
also assigns special meanings of existing Latin characters and punctuation marks when used in
its domain.
It was developed by Isaac Pitman (who also developed the Pitman shorthand) and Alexander
Ellis in England since 1844; the first stable version was published 1847.
The term "phonotypic" was coined to distinguish the project from "phonographic" which then
was used for the shorthand, referring to its design for lead types (while the other was designed
for "graphics" done by hand). While the "English phonotypic alphabet" was called later "English
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phonetic alphabet" by its propagators, the original wording seems more appropriate now to
name the alphabet, as the alphabet is not "phonetic" in the sense this term is used today.
Besides some hobbyist usage, texts published in the EPA are referenced and cited in
discussions of details of English pronunciation of the 19th century (see especially fig. 1855c1855e; see also fig. 1996b for a modern bibliographic reference using EPA in the naming of the
cited work).
While EPA is (as outlined above) not phonetic in the modern sense, nevertheless the texts
(which include self-referencing discussion texts) give hints for such pronunciation details.
Four main stages can be identified, by considerably different use of some single characters
(however, the special punctuation marks devised for EPA were used unchanged throughout all
EPA versions, see fig. 1848a, 1848e, 1848f).

1.1 EPA 1847
The 1847 version of EPA (shortly referenced as "EPA 1847" in the following; see fig. 1847a)
contained 40 letters, distinguishing between long and short vowels, but does not address the
sound differences for stressed and unstressed syllables (thus, e.g. it ignores the schwa as an
English phoneme). In this, it matches the Deseret alphabet, which was developed at the same
time and possibly was in fact modeled according to the EPA 1847 version.
Together with the publishing of EPA 1847, some additional letters and many diacritical
combinations were devised to write other languages than English (see fig. 1848a, 1848c).

1.2 EPA 1855 (the "Cincinnati alphabet")
The EPA was adopted in the USA by a group of promoters mainly situated in Cincinnati, who in
first line adopted the EPA 1847, but in 1855 published the "Cincinnati alphabet" (referenced as
"EPA 1855" in the following, see fig. 1855a), which retained the consonants and diphtongs
(except a glyph change for the "th" sound) but has revised the vocals, resulting in a total of 43
letters. This alphabet was in use at least until 1864 (see fig. 1864b).

1.3 EPA 1856
Independent of the USA use, in England from 1852 on, Isaac Pitman tried to "improve" the EPA
(see fig. 1852a) and started to publish several short-lived new versions. From 1856 on, a
reduced version was used ("EPA 1856"; see fig. 1856c, 1860a) which lacked the diphthongs
and characters for the compound consonants [tʃ] and [dʒ].

1.4 EPA 1868
However, from 1868 on, a version ("EPA 1868"; see fig, 1868a, 1871a) was used which had
restored most of the diphthongs and the consonant inventory from earlier versions (with the
exception of replacing "c" by "k"). In 1888, the diphthongs are dropped again (see fig. 1888a).

2. Encoding considerations
2.1 Scope of this proposal
The proposal intends to include all EPA variants which were stable for at least some years, and
which were used for publications beyond publishing the alphabet version itself.
These are the aforementioned versions "EPA 1847", "EPA 1855", "EPA 1856", and "EPA 1868".
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Not included are therefore:
• any experimental versions. These include the alphabets published by Pitman/Ellis before the
final 1847 versions, and the "improvements" published by Isaac Pitman from 1852 on before
there was stability again (the EPA 1856).
• any characters found only in discussions of the character forms themselves (a lot of such
are found in the "Plowshare", see fig. 1853a; see also fig. 1852c).
• any competing alphabets from the same era (one of the more remarkable ones is the
Comstock alphabet, see fig. 1855f).
However, such characters can be in principle subject of later proposals.
As an exception, such versions were used as source for lowercase counterparts of capital EPA
characters, whenever elsewhere no lowercase form was found which fulfills the requirement for
being a formal lowercase counterpart (see “casing issues” below; see fig. 1852b, 1855f).

2.2 Character identity
During the history of EPA, some of the glyphs developed for the EPA as well as some standard
Latin characters were used to denote different sounds/phonemes.
On the other hand, the used glyphs show a high grade of stability during their use in any EPA
versions (compare fig. 1847a, 1855a, 1860a, 1868a, 1871a, 1888a).
This includes the italic forms which were deliberately designed, not simply being skewed forms
of the Roman ones (see e.g. fig. 1888b for the lowercase a, i, and o forms).
Therefore, the character identities were devised by their glyphic appearance, rather than by the
sounds/phonemes they denote. This is in accordance with the general encoding principle of
Latin letters (e.g. the W/w is U+0057/0077 whether it denotes [w] in English, [v] in German, or
[u] in Welsh).
This is done consequently (see the discussion of U+A7C3 LATIN SMALL LETTER
PHONOTYPIC TH below).
To enable the exact reproduction of EPA texts by good typography, unifications with existing
letters are selected with care. The principle is followed that EPA shall be displayable using
multipurpose fonts, never needing to select a special EPA font only to get a recognizable highquality representation of EPA texts.

2.3 Casing issues
A special phenomenon of EPA is that the combination of upper and lowercase letters is peculiar
in EPA, and changes between the different EPA stages.
Especially in EPA 1847, the standard letter A and the already encoded small Latin alpha are
involved in this:
• the uppercase A is paired with the lowercase Latin alpha;
• the lowercase a is paired with the uppercase "roundtop A" (included in this proposal).
Therefore, the “canonical” casing mechanism of Unicode, defining a fixed casing counterpart in
the character properties, cannot be employed in full on EPA text.
It would be possible to solve this by defining special casing rules in the Unicode data file
"special-casing.txt", as it is done for Turkish to accomplish the casing I/ı İ/i).
However, the UTC gave some rules in the feedback to the first version of this proposal, which
are followed in this revision.
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 A formal case pairing in the character properties is only given if the form (of the representative glyph) and the naming of the capital and small letter correspond. (Of course, no naming
correspondence is proposed here whenever there is no form correspondence.)
 If such a pairing is found, this has precedence over an actual case pairing found in a specific
historical use, like EPA or only a specific variant of EPA.
 The actual case pairing in such a use has to be described elsewhere (e.g. in initiating a
specific CLDR entry), and has to be accomplished by other means (like regarding such a
CLDR entry).
Another fact to be regarded is a consequence of the current Unicode stability policies:
 Whenever a capital letter is encoded, a lowercase counterpart (by “canonical” casing
reflected in the Unicode character properties) cannot be encoded later.
(This does not apply vice versa: for a lowercase letter, a capital counterpart in fact can be
encoded later.)
Based on this, the following rules were incorporated:
•

Whenever a capital and a lowercase letter are found which match by form, they are
proposed as “canonical” case pair, without regarding the actual use in any EPA variant.

•

Whenever a lowercase letter is found without a capital letter matching by form, this letter
is proposed as an unpaired lowercase letter.

•

Whenever a capital letter is found without a lowercase letter matching by form in EPA,
the following is done:
o

If an appropriate matching lowercase letter was found in an area otherwise not in the
scope of this proposal, that letter is included, and the complete “canonical” case pair
is proposed.
This is the case for:
U+A796/A797 LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
U+A7AC/A7AD LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER A WITH LOOP
For proposing U+A796/A797 LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE as a
case pair, see fig. 1825a/1825b.

o

Otherwise, if there exists an already encoded letter which is obviously the matching
lowercase letter, but which is already formally paired to another uppercase letter,
such letters are handled using U+1E9E LATIN CAPITAL LETTER SHARP S as
precedent: They are given the lower case letter as formal counterpart, while this one
retains its original capital counterpart. (Thus, there is no round-trip casing.).
Additionally, a compatibility equivalence to the existing capital letter is given to that
capital letter, to avoid problems in the case that small letter is used in IDNs (e.g.
URLs. or e-mail addressed) when a locale using case mapping to the capital letters
listed here is active.
This is the case for:
U+FB0B LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
(informally paired with U+014B LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG)
U+FB0E LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U
(informally paired with U+026F LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED M)

o

Otherwise, if there is no form of a lowercase letter which is obviously matching by
form (and thus being its "natural" lowercase matching independent of any use in a
special EPA variant), the capital letter is proposed unpaired.
In such cases, the case matching has to be done by a tailoring specific to the EPA
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variant in use (which is no special problem, as any EPA variant considered here
needs such a tailoring anyway).
These capital letters will never get a lowercase counterpart (due to the aforementioned Unicode stability policies), and as they cannot be lowercased independent of a
special tailoring, they are excluded from the use in IDNs and identifiers.
The last two groups of capital letters are “second class letters” in some sense, as they
are no "canonical" capital counterpart of any encoded lowercase letter.
Therefore, it is considered appropriate to put these letters into a specific group. In fact,
they are proposed to be placed in the “Alphabetic Presentation Forms” block.
As true presentation forms (like U+FB06 LATIN SMALL LIGATURE ST) will no longer be
encoded, the gaps in this block are considered to be the appropriate place for other
“second class” letters now.
•

A list of the case pairings deviating from the “canonical” pairings is given in an
informative chapter (“3.6 Special case pairing within the main EPA versions” below),
which can be used as an appropriate data source when it comes to define the special
casing tailoring for EPA variants elsewhere.

2.4 Duodecimal numbering
During some years about 1860, Isaac Pitman has propagated the duodecimal system along with
EPA. As some publications are found using this system (see fig. 1860f, 1860g), the special digit
forms used there for the digit values ten and eleven are included in this proposal.

2.5 Special issues for single characters
•

A typical feature for some lowercase EPA letters is the "u-turned tail", which always displays
a 180° bend upward, of about half the length of the tail (see the proposed U+A7AB,
U+A7B1, U+A7C4 LATIN SMALL LETTER A/ALPHA/U WITH U-TURNED TAIL, and the
italic form of U+A7B6 LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL; see fig. 1888b).
These tails are straight prolongations of the right stem of the letter replacing the usual bend
or serif at the bottom line, thus differing from an appended ogonek or retroflex hook, or the
hook tail of U+024B LATIN SMALL LETTER Q WITH HOOK TAIL.

•

A similar feature is seen with U+A7B7/A7B8 LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER I WITH
RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM, which therefore are not unified with the Latin iota (which
usually has a bend of only 90° … 120°, ending in a sharp peak rather than a ball terminal).
The U-turn of the proposed letters may be even more prominent than that of a J/j in the
same font (see fig. 1852a, middle part). Therefore, they are not called REVERSED J.

•

U+A7C0/A7C1 LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER OW: Its appearing is equidistant to that of
the following similar letters:
U+0264 RAMS HORN: Normal height; arms bend about 90° outwards (see fig. 1996a).
Proposed OW: Normal height; arms are straight, belly is broad.
U+0194/0263 LATIN GAMMA: Extended height; arms are straight, belly is narrow.
U+0222/0223 LATIN OU: Normal height; arms bend about 90° inwards, almost touching.
Thus, no one of the three other letters exploits a preference to be unified with the “OW”
proposed here. Each of them would be look equally wrong when used in EPA (especially,
the Capital Latin Gamma would look weird, as no EPA capital letter extends below the
baseline; even the Q is not used in any EPA variant).
The differences between the listed letters anyway are more prominent than e.g. between
U+0075 u, U+1D1C ᴜ, U+028B ʋ, U+0076 v, U+2C71 ⱱ.
Thus, any unification of the proposed “OW” is considered inappropriate.
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Also, as the most prominent part if the “OW” is the O-like “broad belly”, it is not proposed as
the (not yet encoded) Pullum & Ladusaw’s “baby gamma”, which has a shape like a “v with a
little loop at the peak” (see fig. 1996a).
Feedback from UTC #126 suggested this letter to be unified with U+0222/0223 LATIN OU.
We cannot follow this. Neither the glyph nor the meaning ([au]:[uː]) resemble each other
(regarding the glyph, see above). Other phonetic alphabets, like Landsmålsalfabetet or
canIPA, have sets of different letters (albeit lowercase only, as usual for scientific phonetic
alphabets) resembling the U+0264/U+0263/U+0223 series.
For instance, canIPA http://venus.unive.it/canipa/dokuwiki/doku.php contains a letter exactly
resembling the here proposed U+A7C1 LATIN SMALL LETTER OW, and an inverted
version of it. Obviously, if unified with U+0223 LATIN SMALL LETTER OU, the inverted
letter would not be distinguishable from the non-inverted one.
A possible unification candidate is U+1E090 as proposed in WG2 N3555 (an explanatory
document), but this has to be discussed if Landsmålsalfabetet in fact is proposed.
•

U+A7C3 LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH: There are three fundamentally
different glyphs used for the lowercase letter denoting the phoneme [θ]. The representative
character was selected to resemble the Cincinnati alphabet (EPA 1855), as this EPA variant
was used for the phonetic dictionary referenced in fig. 1855c, considered as the scientifically
most important source referenced in this proposal.
It is also the glyph used in EPA 1856 (see fig. 1856c) in England devised by Isaac Pitman.
The more symmetrical glyph shown in fig. 1851c is considered a glyph variant of this character.
However, the glyphs used for this phoneme in fig. 1847a (EPA 1847) and fig. 1868a (EPA
1868) are fundamentally different by design.
According to the principle that Latin letters are encoded by design rather than by a special
meaning in a special context, these forms are proposed as separate letters
U+A7C9 LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH EARLY PITMAN FORM and
U+A7CA LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH LATE PITMAN FORM

•

U+218B TURNED EZH-SHAPED DIGIT THREE (duodecimal digit eleven in Pitman's
notation) is no simple turned digit three, as fig. 1860f, 1860g clearly show. Therefore, a
unification with 0190 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER OPEN E or A72B LATIN SMALL LETTER
TRESILLO would be far more inappropriate, as an unification of the tresillo with the open E
would have been. It can be presumed that Pitman wanted the digit to be clearly
distinguishable from the capital open E which is a common letter in EPA.
(In fact, other propagators of non-decimal numbering systems used a simple turned three,
but then, this is another character, the unifiability of which has to be discussed in due course
when such digit sets are proposed for encoding.)

3. Proposed characters
Annotations in parentheses address special issues for a character, or reference to figures where
such special issues are discussed. These annotations are not intended to be retained in the
character listings in the standard.
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All letters (except when noted) are found in at least one of the figures:
EPA 1847 – fig. 1847a
EPA 1855 – fig. 1855a
EPA 1856 – fig. 1856c
EPA 1868 – fig. 1868a
The italic forms for some letters are found in fig. 1888a.

Block: Latin Extended-D
Additions for historical and phonetic use



U+A796

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
→ 0404 cyrillic capital letter ukrainian ie
→ 2108 scruple
→ A792 latin capital letter c with bar
· the serif on the middle bar is sometimes retained or modified in sans-serif fonts
· denotes the sound [tʃ] in the English Phonotypic Alphabet
· denotes the sound [e] in the Slovene Metelko alphabet



U+A797

LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
→ 03F5 greek lunate epsilon symbol

Additions for the English Phonotypic Alphabet

Ɜ

U+A7AB

LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH U-TURNED TAIL
→ 1D8F latin small letter a with retroflex hook

Ɡ
Ɬ

U+A7AC

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH LOOP

U+A7AD

LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH LOOP
(see fig. 1855f)

A
ꞯ

U+A7AE

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ROUNDTOP A

U+A7AF

LATIN SMALL LETTER ROUNDTOP A
· the italic form may resemble an unreversed Latin alpha with left notch

Ʇ

U+A7B1

LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH U-TURNED TAIL
→ 024B latin small letter q with hook tail
→ 1D90 latin small letter alpha with retroflex hook

Ʝ

U+A7B2

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ALPHA WITH LEFT NOTCH
= latin ligature of capital open e and i

Ꭓ
Ꞵ
ꞷ

U+A7B3

LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH LEFT NOTCH

U+A7B4

LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH

U+A7B5

LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH PIGTAIL AT BOTTOM
· the italic form usually shows the pigtail at bottom to the right
→ 0279 latin small letter turned r
(see fig. 1848c, 1873a, 1880a)

Ꞹ

U+A7B6

LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL
· the italic form usually has a u-turned tail
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ꞹ

U+A7B7

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM
→ 0196 latin capital letter iota
→ 13D3 cherokee letter da

Ꞻ

U+A7B8

LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM
(see fig. 1851c, 1852a, 1852b)

ꞻ

U+A7B9

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O WITH CURL
· the italic form usually has the curl directed to the left
(see fig. 1888b)

Ꞽ
ꞽ

U+A7BA

LATIN SMALL LETTER O WITH CURL

U+A7BB

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA
· lowercase is 0277 latin small letter closed omega

Ꞿ
ꞿ
Ꟁ

U+A7BC

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA WITH LONG STEM

U+A7BD

LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA WITH LONG STEM

U+A7BE

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER TURNED CLOSED OMEGA
(see fig. 1848d, 1848i, 1849b)

ꟁ

U+A7BF

LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED CLOSED OMEGA
(see fig. 1848a, 1848d, 1848h, 1848i, 1849b)

Ꟃ

U+A7C0

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER OW
· in the English Phonotypic Alphabet, it usually denotes the diphthong [au]
→ 0194 latin capital letter gamma
→ 0222 latin capital letter ou
→ A64A cyrillic capital letter monograph uk

ꟃ

U+A7C1

LATIN SMALL LETTER OW
· this is not Pullum & Ladusaw’s “baby gamma”
→ 0263 latin small letter gamma
→ 0264 latin small letter rams horn
(see fig. 1996a)


Ʂ
Ꟊ

U+A7C2

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH

U+A7C3

LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH

U+A7C4

LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH U-TURNED TAIL
→ 1D99 latin small letter u with retroflex hook

ꟊ



U+A7C5

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U WITH NOTCH AT BOTTOM

U+A7C6

LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH NOTCH AT BOTTOM

U+A7C7

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED ENLARGED SMALL U
(see fig. 1856c)



U+A7C8

LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED U
(see fig. 1856c, 1856d)
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Variant forms for the English Phonotypic Alphabet

Ꞔ
Ᶎ

U+A7C9

LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH EARLY PITMAN FORM

U+A7CA

LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH LATE PITMAN FORM

Block: Alphabetic Presentation Forms
Capital letters used with the English Phonotypic Alphabet
These letters are no formal capital counterpart of any encoded lowercase letter.
If a lowercase matching is given here, the formal capital counterpart of that letter is
another capital letter, and a compatibility equivalence is given to that letter to avoid
problems in the case that small letter is used in IDNs (e.g. URLs. or e-mail addressed)
when a locale using case mapping to the capital letters listed here is active.

A



U+FB07

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH TOPBAR

U+FB08

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E WITH BENT TOPBAR

U+FB09

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E WITHOUT MIDDLE BAR
(see fig. 1851c)

ꞵ

U+FB0A

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR
→ 0197 latin capital letter i with stroke
→ 2629 cross of jerusalem
→ 2720 maltese cross
(see fig. 1848b)



U+FB0B

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
· lowercase is 014B latin small letter eng
≈ 014A latin capital letter eng



U+FB0C

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SIGMA
→ 01A9 latin capital letter esh



U+FB0D

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U WITH Q TAIL
(see fig. 1848a vs. the Q in fig. 1848d No. 21)



U+FB0E

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U
· lowercase is 026F latin small letter turned m
≈ 019C latin capital letter turned m

Block: Supplemental Punctuation
Punctuation used with the English Phonotypic Alphabet

⹐

U+2E44

WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK
= smile mark, mirth mark, laughter mark
· wiggles are broader at top than at bottom
(see fig. 1848e, 1851b, 1852c, 1858a)

⹑

U+2E45

INVERTED WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK
· indicates sarcasm when used in sequence with U+2E44
· used at the end of sentences, unlike U+00A1 inverted exclamation mark
(see fig. 1852d)
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⹒

U+2E46

LEFT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING
→ FD2E ornate left parenthesis
(see fig. 1848f, 1855b, 1860d, 1868a)

⹓

U+2E47

RIGHT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING

Block: Number Forms
Turned Digits

(see fig. 1860f, 1860g)

These were devised as digits for the duodecimal system by Isaac Pitman in 1857.

↊

U+218A

TURNED DIGIT TWO
= duodecimal digit ten (in Pitman's notation)

↋

U+218B

TURNED EZH-SHAPED DIGIT THREE
= duodecimal digit eleven (in Pitman's notation)

Unified with already accepted characters contained in PDAM 1.2 (SC2 N4201)

ꮀ
Ʞ

U+A794

LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK

U+AB30

LATIN SMALL LETTER BARRED ALPHA
(see fig. 1848a, 1848h, 1848i, 1849a)

3.1 Annotations to be added for already encoded characters

ɷ

U+0277
ADD:
ADD:

LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA
· uppercase is A7BB latin capital letter closed omega
→ A7BD latin small letter closed omega with long stem

3.2 Properties for the proposed characters
218A;TURNED DIGIT TWO;No;0;ON;;;;10;N;;;;;
218B;TURNED EZH-SHAPED DIGIT THREE;No;0;ON;;;;11;N;;;;;
2E44;WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
2E45;INVERTED WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
2E46;LEFT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING;Ps;0;ON;;;;;Y;;;;;
2E47;RIGHT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING;Pe;0;ON;;;;;Y;;;;;
A796;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A797;
A797;LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;A796;;A796
A7AB;LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH U-TURNED TAIL;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;;
A7AC;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH LOOP;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7AD;
A7AD;LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH LOOP;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7AC;;A7AC
A7AE;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ROUNDTOP A;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7AF;
A7AF;LATIN SMALL LETTER ROUNDTOP A;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7AE;;A7AE
A7B1;LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH U-TURNED TAIL;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A7B2;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ALPHA WITH LEFT NOTCH;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7B3;
A7B3;LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH LEFT NOTCH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7B2;;A7B2;
A7B4;LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A7B5;LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH PIGTAIL AT BOTTOM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A7B6;LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
A7B7;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7B8;
A7B8;LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7B7;;A7B7
A7B9;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O WITH CURL;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7BA;
A7BA;LATIN SMALL LETTER O WITH CURL;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7B9;;A7B9;
A7BB;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;0277;
A7BC;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA WITH LONG STEM;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7BD;
A7BD;LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA WITH LONG STEM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7BC;;A7BC
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A7BE;LATIN
A7BF;LATIN
A7C0;LATIN
A7C1;LATIN
A7C2;LATIN
A7C3;LATIN
A7C4;LATIN
A7C5;LATIN
A7C6;LATIN
A7C7;LATIN
A7C8;LATIN
A7C9;LATIN
A7CA;LATIN
FB07;LATIN
FB08;LATIN
FB09;LATIN
FB0A;LATIN
FB0B;LATIN
FB0C;LATIN
FB0D;LATIN
FB0E;LATIN

CAPITAL LETTER TURNED CLOSED OMEGA;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7BF;
SMALL LETTER TURNED CLOSED OMEGA;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7BE;;A7BE
CAPITAL LETTER OW;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7C1;
SMALL LETTER OW;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7C0;;A7C0
CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7C3;
SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7C2;;A7C2
SMALL LETTER U WITH U-TURNED TAIL;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER U WITH NOTCH AT BOTTOM;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7C6;
SMALL LETTER U WITH NOTCH AT BOTTOM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7C5;;A7C5
CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED ENLARGED SMALL U;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7C8;
SMALL LETTER REVERSED U;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7C7;;A7C7
SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH EARLY PITMAN FORM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH LATE PITMAN FORM;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER A WITH TOPBAR;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER E WITH BENT TOPBAR;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER E WITHOUT MIDDLE BAR;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG;Lu;0;L;<compat> 014A;;;;N;;;;014B;
CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SIGMA;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER U WITH Q TAIL;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U;Lu;0;L;<compat> 019C;;;;N;;;;026F;

3.3 Properties to be changed for already encoded characters
0277;LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7BB;;A7BB

3.4 Line breaking and text delimitation properties of punctuation marks
U+2E44 WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK and
U+2E45 INVERTED WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK both behave like:
U+0021 EXCLAMATION MARK, as both terminate sentences (U+2E45 is not an “Spanish counterpart”
of U+2E44; both are terminating sentences, exploiting different meanings.)
U+2E46 LEFT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING and
U+2E47 RIGHT PARENTHESIS WITH MIDDLE RING behave like other recently encoded parenthesis
pairs (like e.g. U+2E28/U+2E29 LEFT/RIGHT DOUBLE PARENTHESIS).

3.5 Collation and sorting
As the different versions of EPA specify differing "systematical" alphabet orders, in any case
strongly deviating from the standard Latin ABC... order, these have to be handled by special
tailoring.
Thus, for for default collation and sorting, the characters are to be treated in the common way
for Latin characters, without special exceptions.
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3.6 Confusability issues
The following confusables exist:
(The first line of each paragraph shows a proposed letter, followed by lines containing similar
already encoded letters.)
A7BD LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA WITH LONG STEM
0277 LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OMEGA
A7AD LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH LOOP
0061 LATIN SMALL LETTER A
A7B1 LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH U-TURNED TAIL
024B LATIN SMALL LETTER Q WITH HOOK TAIL
A7B4 LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH
0111 LATIN SMALL LETTER D WITH STROKE
A7B3 LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH LEFT NOTCH
0061 LATIN SMALL LETTER A
A7B8 LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM
0269 LATIN SMALL LETTER IOTA
A7C6 LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH NOTCH AT BOTTOM
026F LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED M
A7C1
0223
0263
0264

LATIN
LATIN
LATIN
LATIN

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

LETTER
LETTER
LETTER
LETTER

OW
OU
GAMMA
RAMS HORN

The proposed capital letters without lowercase counterparts, placed in the “Alphanumeric
Presentation form” block, are explicitly not intended for use in identifiers and IDNs. Therefore,
they cannot raise any confusability issues.

3.7 Special case pairing within the main EPA versions
This part is informative, regarding to this proposal.
If it is decided to include such data into the CLDR or to document them elsewhere, these tables
can be used as data source.
# English Phonotypic Alphabet, final 1847 Pitman/Ellis version ("Original EPA")
# (see fig. 1848a)
0041
0251

LATIN LETTER CAPITAL A
LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA

A7AE
0061

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ROUNDTOP A
LATIN SMALL LETTER A

FB07
A7B1

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH TOPBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH U-TURNED TAIL

A796
A794

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK

018B
A7B4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D WITH TOPBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH

FB0A
A7B6

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL

FB0B
014B

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG
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FB0C
0292

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SIGMA
LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH

A780
A7C9

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER TURNED L
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH EARLY PITMAN FORM

FB0D
A7C4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U WITH Q TAIL
LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH U-TURNED TAIL

FB0E
026F

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U
LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED M

# English Phonotypic Alphabet, 1855 version ("Cincinnati alphabet")
# (see fig. 1855a)
A7AE
A7B1

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ROUNDTOP A
LATIN SMALL LETTER ALPHA WITH U-TURNED TAIL

A7AC
A7AB

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH LOOP
LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH U-TURNED TAIL

A796
A794

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK

018B
A7B4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D WITH TOPBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH

FB08 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E WITH BENT TOPBAR
0065 0323 LATIN SMALL LETTER E with COMBINING DOT BELOW
FB0A
A7B6

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL

FB0B
014B

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG

FB0C
0292

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SIGMA
LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH

A7C2
A7C3

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH

FB0D
A7C4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U WITH Q TAIL
LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH U-TURNED TAIL

# English Phonotypic Alphabet, 1856 Pitman version ("Reduced EPA")
# (see fig. 1856c, 1860e)
A796
A794

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK

018B
A7B4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D WITH TOPBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH

FB0A
A7B5

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH PIGTAIL AT BOTTOM

FB0B
014B

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG

A7C2
A7C3

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH

FB0E
026F

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U
LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED M
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# English Phonotypic Alphabet, 1868/1871/1888 Pitman version ("Final EPA")
# (see fig. 1868a)
A796
A794

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SCRUPLE
LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH PALATAL HOOK

018B
A7B4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D WITH TOPBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC DH

A7B7
A7B5

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT BOTTOM
LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH PIGTAIL AT BOTTOM

FB0A
A7B6

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH SERIFED CROSSBAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL

FB0B
014B

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC ENG
LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG

FB0C
0292

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED SIGMA
LATIN SMALL LETTER EZH

A7C2
A7CA

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH
LATIN SMALL LETTER PHONOTYPIC TH LATE PITMAN FORM

0244
0252

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U BAR
LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED ALPHA

FB0D
A7C4

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U WITH Q TAIL
LATIN SMALL LETTER U WITH U-TURNED TAIL

FB0E
026F

LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE U
LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED M
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5. Examples and figures
The figures are numbered by the year of the publication of the book from where the scan is
taken, following by a letter.
Remarkable occurrences of characters mentioned in the figure descriptions are marked by a
colored circle.
Disclaimer:
The religious, philosophical, or ideological views expressed in some of the text specimens are
not necessarily the ones of the author of this proposal.
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Fig. 1825a: Metelko, Franz Seraph: Lehrgebäude der slowenischen Sprache im Königreiche
Illyrien und in den benachbarten Provinzen. Laibach (now Ljubljana) 1825.
Showing a Slovene alphabet used at that time in relation to contemporary Latin alphabets
(referred as "Neu-Krain.", i.e. "new Slovene"), containing LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER
REVERSED SCRUPLE as a case pair. (Otherwise, this alphabet is not subject of this proposal.)

Fig. 1825b: ibid., p.283, showing a text specimen containing LATIN SMALL LETTER
REVERSED SCRUPLE.
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Fig. 1847a: The Gospel according to Matthew, in Phonotypy and Heterotypy.
Interlinear Edition; London/Bath, 1847; p.4, showing the EPA 1847.

Fig. 1847b:

ibid., excerpt from p.10.
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Fig. 1848a: The Phonetic Journal (Vol. 7) from 1848, ed. by Alexander Ellis, London 1848.
Inner cover page; showing the EPA 1847, additional special letters devised for foreign
language and dialect writing use (marked by red circles), and special punctuation marks.
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Fig. 1848b: ibid., excerpt from p.10.
This shows an earlier development stage of the EPA 1847. This stage is not subject of this
proposal. However, it proves that the U+FB0A LATIN CAPITAL LETTER PHONOTYPIC I
was considered different from U+0197 LATIN CAPITAL I WITH STROKE, as these letters
are both included in that draft as different letters (see circle markings).

Fig. 1848c: ibid., excerpt from p.10.
This shows another earlier development stage of the EPA 1847. This stage also is not
subject of this proposal. However, it shows U+A7B5 LATIN SMALL LETTER I WITH
PIGTAIL AT BOTTOM together with an uppercase form which is not included in later
stages of the EPA development (and therefore not proposed here).
This form, together with the asymmetric serif at the top below the dot of U+A7B5 itself,
which is typical for the small letter i, proves that that an unification of that letter with 0279
0307 "small letter turned r with dot above" would be inappropriate.
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Fig. 1848d: ibid., excerpt from p.21.
Part of the list of additional symbols for foreign sounds.
Mostly, diacritical marks are used which are already encoded. For the right dot on small u
and o (No. 15 and 16), U+0358 COMBINING DOT ABOVE RIGHT seems appropriate.
No. 14 (marked red) shows the letter pair U+A7BE/A7BF LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER
TURNED CLOSED OMEGA, which is not listed in the alphabet shown in fig. 1848a.
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Fig. 1848e: ibid., excerpt from p.24.
Showing the "Expressional Signs" (i.e. punctuation marks).
Note that No. 11 ("the Query", red) is not a mirror image of No. 12 (it is narrower, and the
kink at the vertical stem is about 135°, while the kink at No. 12 ("the Doubt", obviously a
reuse of U+003F QUESTION MARK) is below 90°. However, UTC #126 requested the
unification with U+2E2E REVERSED QUESTION MARK, thus this character is not prposed
separately at this time.
No. 13 ("Call") and 14 ("Sigh") obviously are the exclamation marks U+0021 and U+00A1.
No. 14 (“Smile”, green) shows U+2E44 WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK (in a bad type).

Fig. 1848f:
ibid., excerpt from p.25.
Showing the "Obsolescent Parentheses" as No. 19 (U+2E46 LEFT PARENTHESIS WITH
MIDDLE RING and its right counterpart).
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Fig. 1848g: ibid., excerpt from p.122.
Showing some of the special punctuation marks (in red circles).
Also, showing some examples of the elision dot (in green circles), which is constantly
shown at x-height within EPA.(This character, however, is not subject of this proposal.)

Fig. 1848h/i: ibid., excerpts from p.276/280.
Excerpt from an article "The Pronunciation of Lowland Scots", showing the letters not listed
in the alphabet table in fig. 1848a: U+A7BF LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED CLOSED
OMEGA, U+AB30 LATIN SMALL LETTER BARRED ALPHA (the latter is accepted already
based on different evidence). The second figure shows an interlinear sample, (F) being the
claimed Scots pronunciation, (E) the claimed Standard English one.
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Fig. 1848j:
Charlie's house - a tale for young children. Alexander John Ellis, London 1848:
Title page; p.39 (as an example for a publication printed in EPA 1847).

Fig. 1848k:

Shakespeare, Macbeth, phonetic edition London 1848, excerpt from p.11/12:
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Fig. 1849a: Scripture texts. Compiled by: Thielisch, Johann Christian; Bath 1849. p.6
Showing an example of U+AB30 LATIN SMALL LETTER BARRED ALPHA (already
accepted based on different evidence).

Fig. 1849b: The Phonetic Reader. Bond, Robert; London 1849, p.vii.
Showing example of U+A7BE/U+A7BF LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER TURNED
CLOSED OMEGA.
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Fig. 1851a: First phonetic reader, Cincinnati 1851. Title page; p.6.
Showing that the EPA 1847 alphabet was used unchanged in Cincinnati for a time.

Fig. 1851b:

ibid., excerpt from p.53.

Showing an example of U+2E44 WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK (encircled).
Also, this book being a primer using large types, shows a good example for U+A7B6 LATIN SMALL
LETTER I WITH SPIRAL TAIL, displaying clearly its unique spiral tail.
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Fig. 1851c:

Cubi i Soler, Mariano: Nuevo Sistema (Bath 1851), p. 8.

Showing a variation of the EPA 1847. Presumably, the use of “Ɛ”/“ɛ” for [iː] seemed not acceptable
for a Spanish audience, thus U+A7B7/U+A7B8 LATIN CAPITAL/SMALL LETTER I WITH RIGHT UTURN AT BOTTOM (marked red) were introduced to indicate that phoneme.
Also, the “ə” was used to mark liquids being syllabic, using U+FB09 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E
WITHOUT MIDDLE BAR as capital form of that letter.
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Fig. 1852a/b: The Phonetic Journal, Vol. 7, London 1852. Excerpts from p.5 and p.23.
In 1852, Isaac Pitman began to try to "improve" the EPA, changing letterforms several
times (the forms beyond Jan. 1852 not shown here). While these letterforms are not subject
of this proposal, one of them (see red circle) was used as the source for the canonical
lowercase form to U+A7B7 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH RIGHT U-TURN AT
BOTTOM.
The complete U-turn together with the thick dot at its end distinguishes this letter from the
Latin iota, which usually has a 90° or 120° turn without a distinctive closing.
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Fig. 1852c: The American Reporter, Vol. 5, No. 26; Washington (DC) Nov. 1852; excerpt from p.40.
This was one of the magazines which used and discussed the EPA, including proposals for
change of letterforms. In doing so, the letterforms changed between single issues and even
between articles within the same issue. These letterforms are not subject of this proposal.
However, this excerpt shows one of the rare examples of U+2E44 WIGGLY
EXCLAMATION MARK in a context not addressed to children.

Fig. 1852d: The American Reporter, Vol. 5, No. 16; Washington (DC) 1852; p.43.
Showing U+2E45 INVERTED WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK to denote different levels of
sarcasm.
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Fig. 1854a: American Manual of Phonography (Elias Longley; Cincinnati 1854): excerpt from p.10.
The alphabet shown here resembles EPA 1855 (the "Cincinnati alphabet"; see fig. 1855a),
only missing some letters, and using one letterform (for [uː]) from EPA 1847 which was
replaced in EPA 1855.
Regarding the case pairing, this alphabet version is compatible with EPA 1855.
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Fig. 1855a: American Phonetic Journal (ed. Randall P. Prosser), Cincinnati (Ohio) 1853, p.12.
This is the first complete listing of EPA 1855 (the "Cincinnati alphabet"), the version which was
propagated by a group of supporters in Cincinnati. This alphabet was used there without any
changes at least until 1864 (see fig. 1864b).
The punctuation marks are the same as in EPA 1847 (see again the "mark of interrogation" not
being a mirror image of the "ordinary" question mark). The elision dot is called here "inverted
period", which obviously refers to the application of the lead type.
The missing uppercase form for ŋ (last line of the table, right part) is considered being a typo, as the
usual EPA form is found in other documents using the Cincinnati alphabet (see fig. 1864b).
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Fig. 1855b:

ibid., p.31. Showing a sample of the use of EPA 1855.
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Fig. 1855c: The American Phonetic Dictionary of the English Language. Designed by
Nathanael Storrs, compiled by Dan S. Smalley. Cincinnati 1855.
Showing the title page, p.iii claiming this being the first phonetic dictionary of the English
language, and an excerpt from p.xxxi showing EPA 1855 (the Cincinnati alphabet).
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Fig. 1855d:

ibid., p.1.
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Fig. 1855e:

ibid., p.741.
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Fig. 1855f:
Andrew Comstock: A Treatise on Phonology; Philadelphia (PA)1855; p.16
The alphabet shown here is one of the competitors of the EPA, published in the same era
(promoted by the author in exactly this form at least from 1846 to 1858). While this alphabet
is not subject of this proposal, it is the source of the lowercase letterform U+A7AD LATIN
SMALL LETTER A WITH LOOP.
(An enlarged excerpt from this table, containing that letter, is shown at the lower right.)
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Fig. 1856a: Biographies of the Presidents of the United States (F. G. Adams); Cincinnati
(Ohio) 1856; title and p.13 (showing another publication using EPA 1855).

Fig. 1856b: An English Grammar, printed phonetically (London 1856); title page and p. 4.
Showing EPA 1856. The letter pair U+A7C7 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER REVERSED
ENLARGED SMALL U / U+A7C8 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED U) is unique to it.
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Fig. 1856d: The Phonetic Journal (ed. Isaac Pitman, London 1856); excerpt from p.334.
This shows a text specimen using EPA 1856, with the character meanings like shown in fig.
1856c. One occurrence of U+A7C8 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED U is marked.

Fig. 1858a: American Phonetic Journal, vol. 5, no. 7, July 1858: excerpt from p.106.
Showing the use of U+2E44 WIGGLY EXCLAMATION MARK in EPA 1855.

Fig. 1860a: The Phonetic Journal (ed. Isaac Pitman, London 1860); excerpt from p.1.
Showing a variant of EPA 1856 (the letter used for [ʌ] is exchanged).
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Fig. 1860b/c: ibid., excerpts from p.15 and p.24.
Showing sample texts of EPA 1856, one of them in a script font.

Fig. 1860d: ibid., excerpt from p.129.
Showing an example of the parentheses with middle ring, to resolve an ambiguity.
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Fig. 1860e: A triple (twelve gross) Gems of Wisdom (ed. Isaac Pitman); London 1860; title
and p.5. Showing the variant of as in fig. 1860a.

Fig. 1860f:
ibid., excerpt from p.8. — Around 1860, Isaac Pitman propagated the duodecimal
system, and in fact used it in some publications like the one shown here. He used turned
and (in the case of the 3) modified forms of the digits 2 and 3 as digits for ten and eleven
(U+218A TURNED DIGIT TWO, U+218B TURNED EZH-SHAPED DIGIT THREE).
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Fig. 1860g: ibid., excerpt from p.12 (noted as "10" in the duodecimal system).
The encircled duodecimal number shows clearly that the shape of the duodecimal digit
eleven is based on an ezh-shaped digit three is intentional, as the first digit, an "ordinary"
unturned digit three, is not ezh-shaped.

Fig. 1864a: The Reporting Magazine; Vol. 3, 1864: Appendix "Key to the Reporting
Magazine", excerpt from p.1: Showing the use of EPA 1856 in 1864.
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Fig. 1864b: The New Testament, in phonetic spelling; Cincinnati (Ohio) 1864. title; pp. v, viii, 21.
Giving an example of the unchanged use of EPA 1855 in Cincinnati for at least 10 years.
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Fig. 1868a: The Trial of William Rodger (Isaac Pitman; London 1868); p. vi and p.3.
Showing the EPA 1868, which reintroduces single letters for some diphthongs and
consonant clusters.
The encircled letter introduced here (at this time unified with U+0244 LATIN CAPITAL
LETTER U BAR) is in fact a TURNED ROUNDTOP A (see the proposed U+A7AE LATIN
CAPITAL LETTER ROUNDTOP A).
Therefore, a unification with U+0244 LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U BAR was considered
inappropriate in the predecessor document, as this letter has a protruding bar.
The difference is comparable to: U+019F LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O WITH MIDDLE
TILDE (which, as the reference glyph in the Standard shows, is in fact an O with nonprotruding bar; this letter is common in EPA), vs. U+A74A LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O
WITH LONG STROKE OVERLAY, showing a protruding bar.
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Fig. 1871a: The Other Life (William Holcombe); London 1871; p.2 and p.8.
Showing the 1871 form of EPA 1868.
Compared with the original EPA 1868, one character is dropped, and for one character
another meaning is assigned. From an encoding point of view, this version has no features
(esp. case mapping) which must be handled differently from EPA 1868; therefore it is
subsumed under EPA 1868.
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Fig. 1873a: The Future of the English Language: An Argument for a Spelling Reform;
William E. A. Axon, London 1874 (reprinted from the "Quarterly Journal of Science" for July
1873); p.12/13.
Showing the 1871 subset of EPA 1868 in different fonts and styles. Apparently, two lines
are lost in the scanning process where the image shows a white gap in the middle.
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Fig. 1880a: Das Buch der Schrift, enthaltend die Schriftzeichen und Alphabete aller Zeiten
und aller Völker des Erdkreises (Carl Faulmann, Wien 1880; reprint Nördlingen 1985; ISBN
392156851X); p.240. Showing the 1871 subset of EPA 1868.

Fig. 1880b: On Spelling (M. Müller, London 1880); p.46:
Showing an example using the 1871 subset of EPA 1868. The text claims that Isaac
Pitman's "Phonetic Journal" is distributed by 12,400 copies in 1880.
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Fig. 1888a: The Phonetic Journal, vol. 47 (London 1888); excerpt from p.1.
Showing an again reduced version of EPA 1868 (however with no new case pairings; thus
this stage can still be subsumed under EPA 1868).

Fig. 1888b/c: ibid., enlarged parts from the same excerpt (to show the exact letterforms).
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Fig. 1996a: Pullum, Geoffrey K., and Ladusaw, William A.: Phonetic Symbol Guide (second
edition). Chicago and London 1996, ISBN 0-226-68536-5, p. 69 and 71.
The left picture shows the (not yet encoded) “Baby gamma” as a phonetic symbol (p. 69), while the
right one shows the “ram’s horns” (U+0264), which is the preferred character to be used in
phonetics.
The proposed U+A7C1 LATIN SMALL LETTER OW has a “belly” which extends to the full breadth of
the letter, making this “o part” the predominant feature of the letter.
The two Pullum & Ladusaw letters, however, have a tiny “belly”, making the arms the predominant
feature of the letter.
Thus, the “ow” is deliberately not proposed as “baby gamma”.

Fig. 1996b: Schmitter, Peter (ed.): Geschichte der Sprachtheorie, Vol. 5: Sprachtheorien der
Neuzeit II. Tübingen 1996, ISBN 3-8233-5011-0, p. 315.
Showing use of EPA in referring to a work originally published in EPA.
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS
1
FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646
Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
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Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for
guidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html.
See also http://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html for latest Roadmaps.
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A. Administrative
1. Title:

Third revised Proposal to encode characters for the English Phonotypic Alphabet
(EPA) in the UCS

2. Requester's name:
German NB
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
National Body contribution
4. Submission date:
2011-10-18
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal:
Yes
(or) More information will be provided later:
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
No
Proposed name of script:
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:
Yes
Name of the existing block:
Latin Extended-D; Supplemental Punctuation; Number Forms; etc.
2. Number of characters in proposal:
47
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):
A-Contemporary
B.1-Specialized (small collection)
X
B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct
D-Attested extinct
E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”
in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes
5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard?
Andreas Stötzner

b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):
Andreas Stötzner, as@signographie.de

6. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached?
Yes
7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes
Special casing of Latin letters (see text)
8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization
related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also
see http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UCD.html and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information
needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
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Form number: N3702-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11,
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11)
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?
No
If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
Yes
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
Linguists
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
Yes
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Linguists,
historians,
librarians
Reference:
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Specialist
Linguists, historians, librarians
Reference:
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes
By linguists, historians, librarians
If YES, where? Reference:
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
Yes
in the BMP?
If YES, is a rationale provided?
To keep them in line with similar characters
If YES, reference:
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing
No
character or character sequence?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either
No
existing characters or other proposed characters?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)
No
to an existing character?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
No
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
No
control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
If YES, reference:
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